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Abstract. The article deals with the approach to construction of 
mathematical models of electric drives working in the mode of periodic 
motion. An example of a mathematical model and simulation results are 
presented. 

1 Introduction 

The modern requirements for drives of antennas of radar stations [1] or optomechanical 
scanning devices [2] require profound study of the dynamic processes occurring in the 
motor drives of periodic motion. Since the full-scale pilot studies increase the financial 
expenses and periods of development and don't allow to conduct comprehensive researches, 
the use of mathematical simulation in case of complex researches seems to be the most 
appropriate [3]. 

As a system for simulation and research of the electric drive of periodic movement the 
environment MATLAB/Simulink has been chosen [4, 5]. 

The article deals with the model of the electric drive of the pulsating movement that is 
based on a two-phase asynchronous motor (AM), working directly in the mode of periodic 
motion by the linear phase or balanced amplitude modulation supply voltages to the 
interruption of one of them in moments of time, when the electromagnetic torque of the 
AM passes through zero [6]. The complete model of the electric drive consists of electric 
models of the pulse voltage transformer (PVC) and a two-phase asynchronous motor with a 
generalized load on the shaft. 

The model of the electrical drive of pulsating motion in the mathematical environment, 
Simulink, implementing phase method when one of the phase windings of the AM from the 
voltage source is energized through pulse-width voltage converter. 
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Fig. 1. Electric drive model in the Simulink environment. 

In Figure. 1 src1, src2 stand for power supplies of phases of the asynchronous motor; 
AsynchronousDrive stands for the two-phase asynchronous machine with a load on the 
shaft. The blocks To Workspace are designed to transfer information about the variables 
Uas, Ubs (indicate phase stator voltage); ias, ibs (are stator phase currents); iar, ibr (are 
current rotor phase); Mem (stands for the electromagnetic torque of the electric machine); E 
(is angular acceleration); w (indicates angular velocity); XI (is the movement the motor 
shaft) in the MATLAB working environment. 

2 Simulation of pulsed voltage converter 
Model of a pulse voltage converter (Figure. 2) contains power transistor VT1, diode VD1,
filter inductor L1, filter capacitor C1, current sensors UA1, UA2, voltage sensor UV1,
Control – a system of the PVC control. 

Fig. 2. Model of a pulse voltage converter. 

While the PVC is being operated, the values of the inductor current, the load current and 
load voltage enter the system Control (Figure. 3), which controls the power transistor VT1. 
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Fig. 3. Pulsed voltage converter control system. 

In order to integrate the PVC control systems with the mathematical Simulink model, a 
special approach was selected in which the control system code is executed on a personal 
computer [7]. The PVC control system is adapted to Level-2 MATLAB S-function. The 
language used to create a model management system is ‘C’ [8, 9]. According to model 
(Figure. 7) S-function is a dynamic link library (dll) [10], exporting the function 
mexFunction. The mexFunction is executed every time when the interaction of the 
Simulink with the S-function is required. If the mathematical model is started the S-
function launches a thread (by using the CreateThread function) to run the executable code 
of the PVC control system. 

The model calculation runs in the context of the two threads of the operating system. 
Since the model threads run in parallel, they are forced to keep a record of working time 
models. To synchronize the time of the threading model the synchronization cycle is 
introduced. In this case the leading flow is the thread created in the MATLAB environment, 
and driven thread is that of the control system. 

After a specified period of time the model is sure to complete its work by stopping the 
thread of the control system. In mathematical models of the PVC as well as in the 
laboratory prototype we use the same source code of the control system, requiring no 

modifications in its transfer. 
Using the approach described above, the following the PVC control algorithms were 

tested: 
Proportional-integral-derivative regulation with PWM (pulse-width modulation). 
Controlling the balance of required and the stored energy [11].
Controlling the balance of required and the stored energy with PWM [12].

3 Modeling of the electromechanical drive 
While investigating the periodic mode it is convenient to represent the electric machine in 
the form of a certain idealized generalized model with two couples of co-perpendicular 
windings: on primary and secondary elements [13], which allows, under certain 
assumptions, to analyze the greatest number of AM of different types working in a mode of 
periodic movement. 

For this model, there are several options for recording a system of differential equations 
describing its electrical state. The simplest analysis of equations written in the coordinate 
axes of α, β or d, q, rigidly connected to the stator and the rotor, respectively. For example, 
the coercion to the axes α, β allows to simplify the mathematical description of the process 
by eliminating periodic coefficients in the equations, describing the state of the electrical 
windings in the stator AM.

Under conventional assumptions (the magnetic circuit of the machine is unsaturated, the 
magnetic flux is sinusoidally distributed in space, eddy currents and edge effects are 
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negligible) [14] the generalized model of the motor, operating in a pulsed mode of motion 
in the coordinate system α, β is described by the following system of the differential 
equations:
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where Uαs(t), Uβs(t), iαs, iβs, iαr, iβr are voltage and current of the phase windings; Rαs, Rβs, Rr,
Lαs, Lβs, Lr are active resistance and total inductance of the phase windings; Mα, Mβ are 
mutual inductances between the stator and rotor windings on coordinate axes α, β; ω - the 
rate of change of the generalized coordinates of the movable element; Mem, Ml are 
generalized electromagnetic force and the load; p is the number of pairs of poles of the 
electric machine; kd is a generalized power factor; Lm is an inertia load factor; Rm is a 
damping load factor; Cm is a positional load factor; χ is the relocation of the output element 
of the drive.

For angular movements kd = 1, and for the rectilinear kd = π2 / τ2; where τ is a pole pitch.
Now we arrange the system of equations (1) as a Level-2 MATLAB S-Function. Let us 
examine the internal structure of the mask AsynchronousDrive (Figure. 4).

Fig. 4. The internal structure AsynchronousDrive mask. 

The PowerDomain subsystem converts the input electrical quantities in dimensionless 
quantities MATLAB/Simulink. Block ad_s2 – block MATLAB S-Function, described in 
the MATLAB language. 

While in operation Simulink environment solver periodically requests the current values
of the derivatives of internal states (iαs, iβs, iαr, iβr, ω, χ) of S-function, which are calculated 
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in accordance with Ошибка! Источник ссылки не найден., and updates the state 
values selected according to the solver.

Such a construction of a mathematical model allows using of different solvers for the 
same the mathematical description of the model, and changing them if necessary. Further 
for mathematical simulation the solver ode45 (Dormand-Prince) [15, 16] was used. 

Conclusion 
The implementation of the proposed approach allows using the algorithm worked out on the 
mathematical model of a PVC in the control system without additional changes. 

Running the algorithm on a personal computer simplifies the process of debugging and 
enables to use the powerful visualization tools of the various CAD systems. 

The application of Simulink environment allows using a visual, graphical representation 
of a mathematical model; it is easy to alter both the model itself and its parameters. 

The construction of mathematical models in MATLAB/Simulink enables to use a 
variety of solvers for one and the same mathematical description of the model, and change 
them if necessary. 

The power of one of the windings of AM with the DC voltage eliminates the high-
frequency pulsation electromagnetic torque that inevitably arises when balanced amplitude 
or phase modulation of supply voltages are being used and thereby provides a higher 
energy performance of the drive. 
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